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Desktop administration
The following information relates to system administration that is specific to the use of the 
SS&C | Blue Prism® Desktop product.

Desktop licenses
A Desktop license can be imported alongside an Enterprise, NHS, Trial, or Learning license. A separate 
environment is not required for this version of Desktop (separate environments were required for an 
earlier version). An environment with a Desktop and a Blue Prism Enterprise license applied to the same 
database is referred to as a dual license Blue Prism environment.

Unlike Blue Prism Enterprise licenses, whose use is determined by the number of concurrent sessions, 
Desktop licenses are associated with the number of registered Desktop runtime resources. 

When a user logs into the Desktop client for the first time, their machine is registered as a Desktop 
runtime resource  and a Desktop license is associated with  that machine. If another user logs onto that 
machine, they will share the same Desktop license. 

To remove a license from a machine and make it available for another machine, the Desktop system 
administrator will need to retire the Desktop runtime resource, see Resource management for details. 
Subsequent login attempts on that machine will fail until the resource is unretired.
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Audit trail for Desktop
Desktop uses the same auditing functionality as Blue Prism Enterprise, therefore the audit trail for 
Desktop matches that of Blue Prism Enterprise. Session logs are stored locally and synchronized with the 
Blue Prism application server and can be viewed in Blue Prism Enterprise by a Blue Prism administrator.

In the Desktop client, users can view information about all the sessions they have run, however, audit 
logs are only visible in the Blue Prism interactive client.

If the Desktop client is closed before all session logs have been uploaded to the server via the API, 
they will remain on the user’s machine until the client is re-opened.

Desktop audit logs
For details on Blue Prism audit logs, see  Audit logs.  You can use the Session Source column to filter the 
audit logs by session type (this indicates whether the process was run in Desktop, or inBlue Prism 
Enterprise).

Desktop session logs
The session logs for processes that have run in Desktop can be viewed in the session log viewer in 
Control Room. There are no differences between the session logs from the same process being run in 
Blue Prism Enterprise, or in Desktop. For details on Blue Prism session logs, see Session Log Viewer.

In the Session Log Viewer for a selected process, you can also view the input parameters for all Input 
stages included in the process, and the output parameters for all Output stages included in the process. 
See Log Parameter Viewer for details.
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Session history for Desktop client users 
Desktop client users can select the History tab to see information about all the sessions they have run. A 
list of historical sessions displays in date/time order, starting with the most recent. Each session in the list 
represents a single run of a process.

Users can also choose to group  the sessions on the History tab in folders by process name. This is 
controlled from the Settings > History screen.

If a process has not successfully completed, a View issues link is available via the ellipsis (...) for that 
process, which  opens a new screen that displays more information about why the process failed to run 
correctly. See Session history for details.
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Process and Object Studio with a Desktop license applied
The Blue Prism Process and Object Studio has the following features with a Desktop license applied:

 A. Desktop-specific icons are used for processes 
published for use in Desktop, both in the tree 
view and in the right-hand panel.

 B. The description in the Edit Summary column in 
the process version history indicates when a 
process has been published for Desktop.

 C. In dual license environments (environments 
where both Desktop and Enterprise licenses are 
applied), process filters on the right-click 
context menu enable users to view all processes 
(the default), only processes published for 
Desktop, or only Enterprise processes published 
to Control Room.

 D. The Desktop debug mode button is available, 
enabling you to switch between building 
processes for Desktop or Blue Prism Enterprise 
in a dual license environment. If only a Desktop 
license is applied, the Desktop debug mode is 
always enabled.

 E. The Desktop-only functions (such as the Input, 
Output, and Enterprise Session stage types) 
become available when the Desktop debug 
mode is enabled.
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Control Room with a Desktop license applied
The Blue Prism Control Room has the following features with a Desktop license applied:

 A. The Available Processes panel is labeled Available Enterprise Processes. In dual license 
environments (environments where both Desktop and Enterprise licenses are applied), the panel 
only lists Enterprise processes published to Control Room. Processes published to Desktop are not 
included.

 B. Runtime resources have different icons for Desktop and Enterprise resources.

 C. If only a Desktop license is applied, only the resource name and the last time a user logged in with 
that resource are displayed in the Resources panel. In dual license environments all columns are 
displayed in the Resources panel, and all resources are listed by default. The Resource Type 
column allows you to filter the list to display only Desktop or only Enterprise resources. 

 D. If only a Desktop license is applied, the shortcut menu options for runtime resources are reduced, 
so only the Expand all, Collapse all, and Resource details options are available. In dual license 
environments, all options are available.

 E. The drag and drop functionality to run a process is disabled for Desktop resources, these are 
grayed-out and cannot be used to create a session (you cannot drag a process onto a Desktop 
resource or vice versa).
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System Management with a Desktop license applied
Blue Prism System Management has the following features with a Desktop license applied:

Processes – Management
 A. Icons  for processes published for use in Desktop 

are different to those for Enterprise processes 
published to Control Room.

Audit – Process Logs
 A. A Session Source column shows whether 

processes were run in Desktop or Enterprise. 
The column is only available in dual license 
environments (where both a Desktop and an 
Enterprise license are applied).

 B. A filter enables you to filter sessions by session 
type. The filter is only available in dual license 
environments.
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Desktop user roles and permissions

Desktop user role
To simplify the task of setting the permissions forDesktop client users, a Desktop-specific user role, 
Desktop Users, can be applied from the Blue Prism interactive client. This permission is also enabled for 
users with the System Administrators role applied. 

Desktop permissions
The View Desktop Resource and Control Desktop Resource permissions, included in the Resources 
group in System > Security – User Roles, are available in a dual license Blue Prism environment (a 
Desktop and a Blue Prism Enterprise license applied to the same database) to control access toDesktop 
runtime resources. 

These permissions are enabled by default for the following roles:
 • Desktop Users
 • Process Administrators
 • Runtime Resources
 • System Administrators
 • Testers

The View Desktop Resource permission controls the visibility of Desktop resources in the following 
areas of Blue Prism Enterprise:

 • Control Room – Resources pane.
 • Control Room – Resources filter in the Environment pane.
 • System > Resources – Management screen.

The Control Desktop Resource permission enables administrators to create, start, stop, and delete 
sessions on a Desktop user’s machine remotely. Once a session is running, users with this permission can 
interact with it remotely to perform tasks such as sending terminate or stop requests.

Users with this permission are implicitly granted the View Desktop Resource permission.

For information on how to apply roles to users, see Blue Prism roles.
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Configure environment connections for Desktop
Desktop environment connections enable the Desktop application to connect to specific Blue Prism 
environments using a Desktop license. 

When installing the Desktop client, users can choose to connect to a shared Desktop.User.config file, a 
locally stored config file, or both. 

Configure a shared connection
If the Allow local connections to be configured option is selected when installing the Desktop client, a 
Desktop.User.config connection file is created locally. You can then copy and edit this to create a 
connection file that can then be made available to Desktop users from a shared location.  See Edit the 
Desktop.User.config file on page 19 for details of how to edit a Desktop.User.config connection file.

Once created and accessible, the shared connection file can be made available to Desktop users in the 
following ways:

 • During installation of the Desktop client. On the Remote connection configuration screen, specify 
the location and name of the shared connection file. See Install and connect the Blue Prism 
Desktop client for details.

 • By editing the connection settings for a user's machine, see Edit connection settings for a user's 
machine on page 20 for details.

Desktop.User.config backup file
When a Desktop user has successfully connected to a Desktop environment using a shared connection 
file, a .desktop.shared.config.bak file is automatically generated and stored locally in 
C:\Users\<user name>\AppData\Roaming\Blue Prism Limited\Desktop. This connection file is then used 
to establish a connection with the Desktop environment, removing the need to connect to the shared file 
each time the user accesses Desktop.
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Configure a local connection
 To configure a connection in the  Desktop application, click Saved connections. The Saved connections 
screen displays.

The following options are available:

 A. Import Connection – Add one or more new 
connections by importing a connection 
configuration file, see Import a connection using 
Desktop on page 19.

 B. Add connection – Add a completely new 
connection, see Create a new local connection 
using Desktop on the next page.

 C. Edit connection – Edit the configuration details 
of this connection, see Edit a local connection 
using Desktop on page 18.

 D. Delete connection – Delete this connection, see 
Delete a connection using Desktop on page 20.
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Create a new local connection using Desktop
 1. Open the Desktop application.

The   Welcome to Desktop screen displays.
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 2. Click Configure connection.

The Saved connections screen displays.

The available connections and options on this screen are dependent on each user's 
installation of the Desktop client.
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 3. Click Add connection.

The Create new connection screen displays:
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 4. Enter the connection details, as prompted. All the fields are mandatory.

Field name Information required 

Connection name Enter a name for this connection. Connection names must be unique, 
and are case-sensitive.

If you try to create a new connection with the same name as an 
existing one, a warning message displays and you cannot save 
the connection.

URL for 
Authentication 
Server

Enter the Authentication Server URL.

To ensure a secure connection is used, all Authentication Server 
URLs must include https://. If you do not include https:// in the 
URL, it will be added automatically.

URL for Digital 
Worker API

Enter the URL of the Digital Worker API to which you want to connect.

URL for Blue Prism 
API

Enter the URL of the Blue Prism API to which you want to connect.
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 5. Click Create to add the new connection.

The connection is created and displays on the Saved connections screen.

 

The configuration is updated in the Desktop.User.config file, which is located in 
C:\Users\<user name>\AppData\Roaming\Blue Prism Limited\Desktop. The configuration file can then be 
imported by clicking Import connection on the Saved connections screen on each Desktop user’s 
computer. See Import a connection using Desktop on page 19 for details.
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Edit a local connection using Desktop

 1. On the Saved connections screen, click the Edit connection icon .
The Edit connection screen displays.

 2. Edit the connection details as required.

 3. Click Save changes.

The connection is updated and the Saved connections screen displays.

You cannot edit the currently used connection from the Settings screen once logged into Desktop. If 
you need to do this, you will first need to log out of the Desktop application. You can then edit the 

original connection.  The  Edit connection icon  does not display for the current connection.
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Import a connection using Desktop

Although the functionality is available to do so, it is not expected that Desktop users will create, edit, 
or delete their own connections. It is expected that this information will be provided to them by 
system administrators. However, because the connection configuration information is stored in their 
user settings, they will need to import the configuration file themselves. When rolling out Desktop 
to end users, it is recommended that system administrators create and distribute a centrally-
controlled Desktop.User.config file to be imported by Desktop users.

Connection names must be unique, and are case-sensitive. If you import a connection with the 
same name as an existing one, it will overwrite the existing connection. You will not be asked to 
confirm the import.

 1. On the Saved connections screen, click Import connection and navigate to the connection 
configuration import file.

 2. Click Open.

The connection configuration file is uploaded. The connections configured in the file (there can be 
more than one per file) are added to the current user’s list of saved connections. They can now 
select the required connection from the Welcome screen and log in.

Edit the Desktop.User.config file
In addition to being automatically generated and  accessible through the Desktop client, you can create 
and modify the Desktop.User.config.file using a text editor, whether it is stored locally, or in a shared 
location.

The following example shows a typical Desktop.User.config file:
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The connection name used in a Desktop connection configuration file must match the 
“ConfigurationName”, as highlighted in the above example. If you create the connection using the 
Desktop application, these values will automatically match, however, this must be considered if editing 
the Desktop.User.config file directly.

To import a Desktop.User.config file that has been saved with a .txt extension, you will need to 
change the file type from Custom Files to All Files in order make the text file available for import.

Edit connection settings for a user's machine
When the Desktop client is installed on a user’s machine, a configuration file called 
Desktop.Machine.Config is created, which contains the connection settings chosen during installation. 

To change the connection settings for a user's machine without having to re-install or update the 
installation:

 1. Using a text editor, open the Desktop.Machine.Config file. The default location is 
C:\ProgramData\Blue Prism Limited\Blue Prism.

 2. Modify the following settings, as required:
 • RemoteConfigurationPath – Edit the file name and path of the shared connection file.
 • EnableConnectionConfiguration – Type true to add access, or type false to remove a 

user’s access to the configure connections options in the Desktop client.

Delete a connection using Desktop

This action deletes the connection from the user's account and cannot be undone.

 1. On the Saved connections screen, click the Delete connection icon .
A message displays asking you to confirm the delete.

 2. Click Yes, delete.

The connection is deleted from the configuration and the Saved connections screen displays.

You cannot delete the currently used connection from the Settings screen once logged into 
Desktop.  If you need to do this, you will first need to log out and log back in using a different 

connection. You can then delete the original connection.  The Delete connection icon  does not 
display for the current connection.
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Blue Prism Desktop configuration
The following settings can be configured in your Desktop environment or user settings.

Change the limit for the number of items in a folder
The default setting for the maximum number of items that are available in a folder in the Desktop process 
library is 100. This limit can be amended if required.

 1. Using a text editor, open the Web.config file for the Digital Worker API. The default location is 
C:\Program Files (x86)\Blue Prism Limited\Blue Prism Digital Worker API\Web.config.

 2. Find <add key="MaxItemsPerPageLibrary" value="100" /> and update the value as required.

The minimum value for this setting is 1 and there is no maximum. However, it is 
recommended that implementation is taken into account if adjusting this value.

 3. Save the changes to the Web.config file.

Update History tab settings
The Desktop History tab settings are individual to each user, and are retained when users close or log out 
of Desktop. These settings are held in a configuration file, Desktop.Prefs.config, which is stored in 
C:\Users\<user name>\AppData\Roaming\Blue Prism Limited\Desktop. Manual updates can be made to 
the configuration file if necessary, and these are reflected in the user interface when users log back into 
Desktop.
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